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Editorial
A new prize in honor of Kiyosi Itoˆ
It is my pleasure to announce the Itoˆ Prize, a prize to be awarded bi-annually by the
journal Stochastic Processes and Their Applications (this journal) to reward a paper
recently published in the journal that we feel has signi,cantly advanced the theory or
applications of stochastic processes. The prize also has the purpose of honoring the
vast and seminal contributions of Professor K. Itoˆ to the subject.
Professor Kiyosi Itoˆ was born on September 7, 1915 in Mie, Japan. Thus he turned
88 years old this year (2003). In Japan this is a signi,cant birthday, known as one’s
“rice birthday,” since the characters for 88 resemble the character for rice. It is thus a
,tting time to acknowledge the immense gifts Professor Itoˆ has given to mathematics
and to probability theory in particular, by naming this prize in his honor. It is also
appropriate to remind ourselves of the contributions Professor Itoˆ made to the ,eld,
and how signi,cant they were.
Photograph of Professor Itoˆ just before his ,rst trip overseas to the United States.
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Itoˆ was a student in Tokyo in the late 1930’s and graduated from Tokyo Imperial
University in 1938 with a B.S., receiving his Ph.D. degree in 1945. Nevertheless in
Japan at that time one could become an Assistant Professor before the Ph.D. degree
was awarded, and Itoˆ began at Nagoya University in 1938. This period was the infancy
of modern probability and stochastic process theory, whose beginning might be said
to be traceable to Wiener’s paper “Di@erential Space,” published in 1923. Paul LBevy
in France had begun the study of sample paths and published his book in 1937, and
A. N. Kolmogorov in the Soviet Union had begun to extend (with his 1931 paper,
published in German) Wiener’s work on Brownian motion to Markov processes. This
was ampli,ed by the work of W. Feller starting in 1936. Finally J. L. Doob in the
United States in 1937 published his fundamental paper “Stochastic processes depending
on a continuous parameter.” These were the works Itoˆ drew upon, and they were all
quite di@erent in approach: Kolmogorov and Feller emphasized the partial di@erential
equation aspects of Markov processes, and Doob’s paper used measure theory heavily
to make sense of the intuitive idea of sample paths. While this work was transpiring
in France, Russia, and the United States, Itoˆ was essentially alone in Japan. (Indeed
he has written “At that time probability theory was not popular in Japan. I felt myself
rather isolated.”) In his Ph.D. thesis, Itoˆ was able to describe all LBevy processes by
writing them as the sum of a drift, a Brownian motion, and an integral with respect to
an (independent) Poisson random measure, an idea that is still important today in the
hands of J. Jacod and A. Shiryaev. Itoˆ’s thesis was published in the Japanese Journal
of Mathematics in 1942, in Japanese. (A version in English was published in 1970 at
the Sixth Berkeley Symposium.)
Itoˆ was able to combine the sample path approach of P. LBevy with the rigor proposed
by J. Doob, and use the intuition he gained from Kolmogorov and Feller’s parabolic
approach with the sample path techniques of LBevy. This led him to develop his now
famous theory of stochastic integration, known today as the “Itoˆ calculus.” This perhaps
is his most fundamental (and certainly most renowned) contribution, and with it he
was able to give an intuitive probabilistic dynamic to the evolution of the sample paths
of continuous strong Markov processes. But this was only the beginning. For example
when Feller gave his general description of generators of one dimensional di@usions,
it was clear that Itoˆ’s theory of stochastic di@erential equations was inadequate to give
a complete description; it was then that Itoˆ saw the importance of LBevy’s local time
for Brownian motion, and he was able to extend his theory elegantly. He also created
the theory of excursions for continuous time Markov processes, which has inspired
work that continues today. Itoˆ followed S. Kakutani’s lectures on ergodic theory and
Maruyama’s work on Gaussian processes, which inspired him to develop (in 1951)
the (perhaps misnamed) Wiener’s homogeneous chaos theory and the multiple Wiener
integral. This work has led to the theory of martingale representation (ubiquitous in
Finance Theory), to connections with Fock space (quantum probability), and to the
connections between the Malliavin calculus and the Skorohod integral. Its importance
cannot be overestimated.
In the late 1950’s Itoˆ collaborated with Feller’s student H. P. McKean Jr. and pub-
lished a complete description of one dimensional di@usion processes in their classic
tome, Di@usion Processes and Their Sample Paths (Springer-Verlag, 1965). He then
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became interested in stochastic parallel displacement, and sewed the seeds of stochastic
di@erential geometry as exempli,ed later by Eells, Elworthy, and Malliavin. Finally in
two of his most recent papers, inspired by the work of Stroock constructing Brownian
motion on a sphere, Itoˆ revealed the mathematical importance of the hitherto derided
Stratonovich integral, and then later exploited P. A. Meyer’s semimartingale theory to
invent the subject of the enlargement of ,ltrations, which today is ,nding applications
to models of insider trading in mathematical ,nance.
Itoˆ’s work has found applications in physics; other branches of mathematics such
as harmonic analysis, di@erential geometry, partial di@erential equations, and numerical
analysis; biology; electrical engineering; and most recently economics. It is hard to
imagine the modern theory of stochastic processes and their applications without the
legacy of his contributions.
This is the inaugural year of the prize. The winner(s) receives an award certi,cate
designed by the graphics artist Susan E. Robison, and a monetary award of $5,000. The
,rst prize was awarded in August 2003 at the meeting “XXIX Conference on Stochastic
Processes and Their Applications,” held in Angras dos Reis, Brazil. The paper selected
to win the ,rst Itoˆ prize is “Concentration results for a Brownian directed percolation
problem,” by B.M. Hambly, J.B. Martin, and N. O’Connell. It appeared in 2002 in
volume 102 of this journal. The paper studies hydrodynamic limits of Brownian directed
percolation models, and establishes uniform concentration results. The techniques used
involve both recently developed ones as well as classic ones, bringing together large
deviations, random matrices, percolation theory, convex duality, microscopic models
for hydrodynamic systems, as well as Brownian scaling.
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